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Optimummedical signals for a two layered biological medium are discussed. The design procedures are
depicted.The design procedures are depicted and the optimum signal response is illustrated. As an
application,optimum medical signal and its response at a certain location inside a fat-muscle medium are
obtained.The resulting optimum signals can be used successfully to treat tumors at different locations
insidethe muscle layer.

\1\'M\~ medical reports stated that tumors can be
~estroyedby raising their temperature to certain
values.Thosevalues depend on tumor type and volume
flJ. The main idea of raising temperature
~yperthermia)is to expose the malignant cells to X -
raydosesor signals for different intervals. The signals
maybetransmitted by external antennas or implanted
needles[2-8]. The disadvantage of this method is the
~amagethat occurs in the normal cells surrounding the
malignantcells.In this paper, the suggested signal
whichis referred to as optimum medical signal can be
usedto overcome this problem. Optimum signals are
~efinedas those input signals which are propagated
ilirougha medium and maximize the received signals
~certainlocation and time. The design approach of
optimumsignals is based on the matched filter
lechnique[9]. In section 2, the problem is formulated
andthe transfer function, including the transmission
effectfrom air to the biological medium, is obtained.
In section 3, an optimum medical signal and its
receivedresponse at a certain location inside the
musclemedium is obtained.

2. THE TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A
FAT-MUSCLE LAYERED MEDIUM

Consideran electromagnetic signals incident normally
onthesurface of a fat-muscle medium as shown in
Figure(1). We.assume that the electric and magnetic
fieldvectors are in the y and x directions respectively.
Thefieldequations can be written as

Eoy = Eo (e 'YoZ + R e 'Yoz), Z > 0 (I-a)

E = E T e 'Ym(z+d) z < -d (I-c)
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Figure 1. Incident and reflected signals in a fat-muscle
layered medium.



where Eo is the amplit\,lde of the incid~Ilt electric field
and R, T are the retlection an'd transmission
coefficients and 'Yo,'Yf,'Ym are the propagation constants
in air, fat and muscle respectively. Since the relative
permittivity constants of fat and muscle depend on
frequency
(dispersive media), they are expressed as

€(w)=€/(w)-j€" (w).

Some values of €' (w) and €" (w) are tabulated in
Table (1). 'Y(w) is written in terms of €(w) as

'Y(w) =j( ~)
C

V€(w) ro' rf' rm are the wave impedances in air, fat

and muscle respectively. Generally, t(w) = .j P-o It (w) .
P-o is the permeability of nonmagnetic materials.

By applying the boundary conditions at the interfaces
z=o and z = -<1,we get expressions for the reflection
and transmission coefficients as

R(w) • «(m + (e) +«(m - (e)e -2Yr~ - /€t«(m + (e) -(em - (e)e -2
y
l')

« (m + (l) +«(m - (l) e -2ytd) +.[E,«(m + (l) - «(m - (l)e -2yl')

Table 1. Permittivity constants for fat and muscle
[10].

Muscle Fat
Frequency

€' €"MHZ €' €"

433 53 55 5.6 0.26
750 52 42.4 5.6 0.46
915 51 34.74 5.6 0.59
1500 49 25.1 5.6 0.945
2450 47 19.06 5.5 1.385
3000 46 17.69 5.5 1.6
5000 44 17.5 5.5 1.97
5800 43.3 18.16 5.05 1.99
8000 40 20.25 4.7 1.92
10000 39.3 22 4.5 1.76

The transfer function which represents the transrni
from aU to any depth in the muscle layer, in fr . 3. I

domain, can be written as

H(w,zo) = T(w)e -"Ym(w)(zo +d), Zo < -d
The magnitude and phase of H(w,zo) are plot!; ce
Figure (2). eq
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Figure 2-a. The magnitude of the transfer func~
a fat-muscle medium. Assume the tumor locatia
Zo = 1,2,3,4 cm. d = 2 cm.
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Figure 2-b. The phase of the transfer function of i
muscle medium --- Zo = 2 cm ---- Zo = 4 em. 1

ftI.
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The optimization criterion considered is the
maximizationof the received signal amplitude at a
certainlocation z and an arbitrary time to' This is
equivalentto applying the matched filter theory. The
optimummedical signal is that signal which matches a
filterofa transfer function H(w,zo) given by equation
(5), Itcanbe written as [9]

whereA is a constant which determine the required
energy.h(t,z) is the filter impulse response and equals
10 theinverse Fast Fourier transform of H(w,z). The
receivedsignal at any location z corresponding to the
optimumsignal can be obtained by applying the
convolutiontheory as follows,

Figures(3) show the optimum medical signal and its
receivedsignal at a depth Zo = 4 em inside the muscle
layeras functions of the shifted time (to - t).
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Figure3-a. Optimum signal for a tumor at Zo = 4 em
inthemuscle layer. Ts = 50 x 10-12 sec.

The results show that the amplitude of the transfer
functionH(w,z) represents a low pass filter and it has
localminimum values at several frequencies. The
existenceof such modes would be expected since the
incidentand retlected fields oppose each other in each
layerand form standing waves at those frequencies.
Also,it is observed that the optimum signal has a

shape close to sin x / x function . Furthermore, it is
seen that the optimum signal response is a narrow

,p,ulse with a peak value at t = to . This means that the
energy of the response signal is also maximized at
t = to and at z = Zo (the tumor location). Therefore,
the heat effect is maximized at the tumor location. The
calculations of power absorption due to the optimum
signal response are postponed to a future paper.

Figure 3-b. Optimum signal phase for a tumor at
zo=4cm in the muscle layer.
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Figure 3-c. Received signal at Zo = 4 em in the
muscle layer.
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As a result, the optimum medical signal can be used
successfully to destroy a tumor at a known depth
without severe
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